
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 12 Jan. 2024 

Compiled Fri. 12 Jan. 2024 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 
Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

Twenty Two Multiple Personalities 

 

TRUST THE PLAN 

The Time Has Come. 

We Know All.  

We See All. 

We Are Ready. 

Trust the Plan!!! 

It’s only wise to have at least a three week supply of food, water, cash and essential items on 
hand to help yourself and others in case of a disaster. 

 

Quiet the Ego 

Soften the Heart 

Open the Mind 

Always Be Kind 

 

“Let Us All Press On in the Work of the Lord”  

June 25, 2023 - #4893 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

  

Judy Note: I would like to give a forever thank you to Medeea Greere for her comments in the 
following link: SPECIAL EDITION: Judy Byington – “Twenty-Two Faces” – Judy Byington on 
Elites into Satanic Ritual Abuse – Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 11, 2024 – 
Breaking News & Top Stories (Must See Videos) - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 



Jenny and I faced untold challenges in getting “Twenty Two Faces” published – that gave me my 
first insight into just how much power the Deep State holds. They really don’t want you to know 
about the ritual abuse of children that is so prevalent in our society. I wonder why. 

Although several top Literary Agents were excited about the book they couldn’t get it past the 
Cabal controlled New York publishers. And, the one that did publish, (Tate Publishing), 
suddenly went out of business for untold reasons not too long after “Twenty-Two Faces” was 
released. I wonder why. 

Hopefully the mass arrests presently going on will change all that. As a result used copies for 
sale are quite high priced. I hope to solve that problem in the near future and look forward to the 
time we don’t have to “wonder why” any more about Satanists and their dark agenda. 

• Operation Mockingbird program succeeded in placing more than 3,000 trained Cabal/ 
CIA/ Mossad Agents in key positions in the Mainstream Media to infiltrate and control 
the narrative so it was in tune with One World Government goals. 

• The CIA being held accountable for DEW attacks in Maui, Hawaii? 
• The Cabal’s JP Morgan Analyst predicts Joe Biden to step down and a blackout for the 

US. 
• Thurs. 11 Jan. SPECIAL EDITION: Judy Byington – “Twenty-Two Faces” – Judy 

Byington on Elites into Satanic Ritual Abuse – Restored Republic via a GCR as of 
January 11, 2024 – Breaking News & Top Stories (Must See Videos) - American Media 
Group (amg-news.com) 

If you were reading this Update on, or from Operation Disclosure Official, be aware that the 
information has been redacted. For a complete un-redacted version, see a PDF copy at the end of 
the Update on Operation Disclosure Official, or read an un-redacted version on the Rumor Mill 
Website. 

A. Wars and Rumors of Wars: 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. there are reports of Attacks on the US Embassy in Baghdad Iraq and 
attacks on US Bases in Iraq, with top US Military Leaders in Iraq assassinated. 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. Three Major Red Flag War Warnings: https://beforeitsnews.com/war-
and-conflict/2024/01/war-warning-3-major-red-flags-nato-moves-on-black-sea-ukraine-
nuclear-option-lebanon-about-to-blow-canadian-prepper-2480933.html 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. Black Swan Event, Fulford: 
https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2024/01/new-benjamin-fulford-warning-for-this-
week-we-are-headed-for-some-sort-of-mega-black-swan-event-2548571.html 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. Impending Black Swan Event: https://amg-news.com/the-impending-
black-swan-event-transition-to-xlm-xrp-false-flags-deep-state-med-beds-qfs/ 



• Thurs. 11 Jan. Middle East Crisis: 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/live/2024/jan/11/middle-east-crisis-live-updates-
israel-gaza-war-hamas-palestine-south-africa-genocide-case-icj 

• People in Sweden are now panic buying emergency supplies after the government and 
military warned that people have to be prepared for war. 

• Ecuador was in total chaos. Civilians are fleeing the country. And our borders are being 
opened hospitably by Biden. 

• Thurs. 11 Jan: WARNING: No One Ιs Prepared Fοr What’s About to Happen Ιn The 
Next FΕW WEEKS! (video) - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

B. GCR Timeline To Date: 

• Sun. 30 July 2023 Putin announced the Global Currency Reset. 
• Mon. 31 July 2023 Putin signed a digital Ruble Bill into law. 
• At the 23 Aug. 2023 BRICS Summit BRICS Alliance Nations abandoned the fiat US 

Dollar. 
• On Tues. 26 Dec. 2024 GESARA was softly announced publicly to select media outlets 

through the Starlink Satellite system, which made it legal. GESARA has started between 
all governments worldwide. NESARA is now liquid under the USN. 

• For some time the Iraqi Dinar has been trading upward on the back screens of the 
Forex. 

• An Admiral contact revealed that the Global Currency Reset was scheduled for 2 Jan. 
2024, but currency exchange calculations within Iraq was not within guidelines at that 
time. However, on Mon. 1 Jan. the RV occurred for Iraq; the new in-country Iraqi 
Dinar rate was being used in-country in Iraq, while the fiat US Federal Dollar was banned 
from the country. 

• On Sat. 6 Jan. the Secretary of the Treasury was in Reno finalizing the efforts to launch 
the final phase of the Pre-Revaluation process. 

•  On Mon. 8 Jan. Redemption Center leaders and bank managers gave their individual 
access codes to the US Treasury. 

•  On Wed. 10 Jan. 2024 all qualified banks around the World connected to the new gold/ 
asset-backed Quantum Financial System on the new Star Link Satellite System. 

C. Global Currency Reset: 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. Bruce: An Intel person said Tier4b (us, the Internet Group) would get 
notification to set appointments by Fri. 12 Jan, but that might not happen because the 
Whales have completed what they needed to do and expect to be notified of when they 
get access to their funds over this coming weekend. A major Paymaster said they were 
working over the next 48 hours to Sat. 13 Jan. to get a Mediator paid. Another source 
said Tier4b should get notification to set appointments sometime between Friday 12 Jan. 
and Mon. 15 Jan. The R&R should happen in January and that will come out a week 



after the Tier4b start exchanges. Social Security increases should still happen in this 
month of January. 

•  Thurs. 11 Jan. MarkZ: There are great expectations of last minute changes to 
compliance over this weekend. The chatter is notifications early next week. 

•  Thurs. 11 Jan. Wolverine: Yesterday morning Wed. 10 Jan, RC leaders, managers 
and banks throughout the United States entered their access codes at the US Treasury and 
around 11:30 (noon) EST. Now they just need to be given the green light to proceed and 
send the emails to Tier 4b (us, the Internet group) to arrange our appointments. Some 
Bondholders have received emails and some are still waiting for emails. I think most 
should have them tonight for access to accounts, obtain 10% of those funds, with access 
to the remaining 90% in 90 days. 

•  Iraqi Prime Minister Al Sudani and the Governor of the Central Bank of Iraq Al 
Allaq would both be attending the World Economic Forum in Davos Switzerland for the 
annual meeting January 14th to 19th. “Everyone is expecting the RV on Sun. 14 Jan.” 
according to Sudani. The IMF, which is in charge of timing, said, "Anytime Friday to 
Sunday.”  

•  Judy Note: Bond liquidity has to happen first, which is going on right now. 
•  Wolverine: People are traveling. I was on a call with a huge Whale who is going to 

Bogota for his blessing. We are definitely close. Notifications ARE coming out for bond 
holders. Rumor is that the notifications for T4B have started going out.  

• Texas Snake: While someone erases prior posts I am relatively certain I mentioned we 
should stay alert between the days of January 10th to 12th, and now I press those dates 
so stay attuned for any update relative to our expectations. 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. Iraq’s Heroic Action Sparks Global Shift: Departure of International 
Forces Paves Way for GESARA and RV - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

D. Thurs. 11 Jan. 2024 Bruce, The Big Call The Big Call Universe (ibize.com)  667-770-1866, 
pin123456# 

• Sources are under NDAs and gag orders and are not forthcoming with Intel. 
• An Intel person said we were going to get notification by Fri. 12 Jan. 
• The Whales have completed and expect to be notified of when they get access to their 

funds over the weekend. 
• A major paymaster said they were working over the next 48 hours to Sat. 13 Jan. to 

get a mediator paid. 
• Tier4b should get notification to set appointments sometime between Friday 12 Jan. 

and Mon. 15 Jan. 
• Monday 15 Jan. is a bank and federal holiday of Martin Luther King Day. 
• R&R should happen in January and that will come out a week after the Tier4b start 

exchanges.  
• Social Security increases should be in this month of January. 



E. The Exchange/Redemption Process: 

• The Storm is Upon Us, We Are Not Going Back: BREAKING! Dave XRP Lion: A 
Matter of Fact For All Truth Seekers! (video) - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

• Getting the RV Redemption Started: Getting the Process of RV Redemption Started – 
Inside the Exclusive World of Redemption Centers! - American Media Group (amg-
news.com) 

• Redemption Center Protocol, XRP Lion: New Ddave XRP Lion - Gotta Know This at 
Redemption Centre: January 2024 (Must Watch) Trump News | Alternative | Before It's 
News (beforeitsnews.com)   https://m.beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2024/01/new-dave-
xrp-lion-gotta-know-this-at-redemption-centre-jan-24-must-watch-trump-news-
3805719.html 

F. Restored Republic: 

• There were now 300,000 Federal Indictments against Global and Political Elites being 
served. 

G. Nations Under Martial Law and/or Lockdown: 

• Ecuador is under Martial Law following an alleged takeover of a news outlet and 
extreme gang violence that only the military can control, but Reuters is the sole network 
that has even noted it today. 

• Intelligence Agencies across the Globe to initiate Cyber War Communication Blackouts. 
• The US, Canada, UK, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, France, Italy, Poland were in 

secret talks to initiate Worldwide Martial Law. 
• The US Will Be Converting From Maritime Law to Constitutional Law 

H. EBS Protocol: 

• * This will ensure everyone is safely placed in their home and able to witness the 
historical moment that reveals all of the truths, cover ups etc. through the E B S which is 
imminent. 

• * There must be a test and then a review of all occurrences and activities. The 
possible implications on a National and Global level can be quite complicated so things 
must be in alignment to the protocols. Yes there are many consequences if things aren’t 
done with precision and perfection. This is the practice run before the real one folks to 
see responses and accuracy to what is forthcoming which changes humanity. 

• * We hear the schedule is now finally firm, but again I’m just the messenger. Be ready 
to adjust if needed in regards to possible time changes. Only a select few know the 
moment of exact and precise timing of events. For security and other obvious reasons it 
must be properly kept private. 



• * The E B S  is going to air playing an 8 hour video. It will be replaying 3 times a day 
for 10 days Communication Darkness. During those 10 Days of Communication 
Darkness the following things will happen. 

• * We will receive 7 “Trumpets “ aka E B S  text messages on our phones alerting us to 
tune into our TV at this time. 

• * Our phones will only work for 911 and we are informed the Signal App, which is 
military encrypted will be available. 

• * Our internet will not work during that time. Our ATM’s will not work. After the 10 
days of Communication Darkness, we will connect to a new quantum internet. 

• * People are urged to stock up on at least three weeks of food and water. Be prepared 
with food, water, toilet paper, generators etc. for this great awakening reveal. 

• * We are promised the new Star-link Internet System by the end of the month.  
• * As we speak the teams coordinating this important historic event are revamping the 

E.B.S to ensure the utmost security for all involved so remain patient as things get 
finalized. They want to make certain there are not any interferences of any sort at all. 
Those making the plan want no one to panic whatsoever because it’s simply the release 
of the truth.  

• * After the E B S  and we’ve gone through the 10 days mainstream media blackout and 
sat through all the 24/7, (eight hours long movies), do we go back to normal like business 
as usual? Answer is: After E B S  and the 8 hours long 24 7, movies all will change. The, 
life support, attached to the old and evil systems will be pulled. Humanity, and planet 
Earth simultaneously move to quantum reality consciousness system (Peace and 
Prosperity). End of Financial and Human consciousness enslavement. Old systems of 
Government, Education , Finance, Health, Trade and Commerce etc., will all be 
dismantled and replaced.   

• * We will have new currency called the USN  US NOTE and gold backed.   
• * The time is now to alert as many who will listen. Do not have too much pride. Go 

warn those you love even though they think you’re crazy. Your goal for others is truly to 
help absorb the shock of what is coming. 

I. The Real News for Thurs. 11 Jan. 2024: 

• JAG Arrests Three WHO Terrorists: https://realrawnews.com/2024/01/jag-arrests-
three-who-terroists/ 

• Wed. 10 Jan. Marjorie Taylor Greene files complaint about Georgia prosecutor who 
charged Trump—A co-defendant in Trump’s case has alleged that Fani Willis 
improperly benefited from the hiring of an outside attorney on the case.” 
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/rep-marjorie-taylor-greene-files-
complaint-georgia-prosecutor-charging-rcna133312 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. The Impending Black Swan Event, Transition to XLM & XRP, False 
Flags, Deep State, Med Beds & QFS - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 



• Wed. 10 Jan. Florida Dems Panic as State Cancels Primary Election | RightWing 
• Thurs. 11 Jan. Mind-Blowing Military Insider Interview: Special Ops Revealed! Dirtiest 

Secrets of the Deep State Exposed! (video) - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 
• Wed. 10 Jan. And We Know: Boomerang Prosecution! Swamp Overflowing, GA 

Unveiling, Voters Cross Border? Have Faith! Pray! - Must Video | Opinion - 
Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Wed. 10 Jan. 1 Min Ago: Mike Johnson Just Exposed What is BEYOND Your 
Imagination | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Michelle Obama a Man: https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/democrat-insider-warns-michelle-
obamas-history-as-a-man-is-being-exposed/ 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. BQQM! Exposing the JFK Jr. Mystery: How to Make The Swamp 
Believe They Killed You! - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

J. Thurs. 11 Jan. The Final Battle of 2024, Tucker Carlsen: 

17 new Jeffrey Epstein documents. 

Dr. Fauci interview with lawmakers related to the U.S. Covid response. 

Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin still missing in action. 

Mike Pence defends FBI for January 6 inside job. 

Blackrock will be laying off 600 employees. 

JP Morgan analyst predicts a blackout for the United States in 2024. 

JP Morgan analyst predicts Joe Biden to step down due to health reasons. 

Chairman Comer releases Hunter Biden Contempt of Congress Resolution. 

Rumors of CIA being held accountable for DEW attacks in Maui, Hawaii. 

Prime Minister of France, Elisabeth Borne resigns. 

Jeffrey Epstein secretly recorded sex tapes of Prince Andrew, Richard Branson and Bill Clinton 
according to new Epstein documents. 

Farmers in Germany are fighting back against the country's World Economic Forum agenda.  

Michelle Obama is "terrified about what could possibly happen in the next election." 

Epstein Court documents reveal testimony indicating Hillary Clinton sent henchmen to 
intimidate Epstein victim. 



Spain proposed a nationwide mandate for people to wear masks in hospitals and health clinics 
again. 

Underground tunnels discovered under Synagogues in New York City. 

K. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 
Out of the Vatican and housed in China’s Three Gorges Dam in the 1500 mile tunnel that 
runs between the Vatican and Jerusalem: 

• Richard Branson was worse than Epstein for Child Sex Trafficking. Branson catered 
to the A List and Royalty. While, Epstein catered to the B List. Branson has islands in the 
Virgin Islands, near Epstein’s Island. His airline is called Virgin. Does anyone think 
about why it is called Virgin? Lolita Express. 

• A HUMAN trafficking investigation has been launched after 14 people were found in a 
shipping container which arrived at an Irish port this week. 
https://www.irishpost.com/news/human-trafficking-investigation-launched-after-14-
people-found-in-shipping-container-at-irish-port-266255 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. Child Protective Services Watchdog Report on sexual abuse 
investigations: https://news.wttw.com/2024/01/09/23-million-missing-devices-criminal-
charges-and-sexual-abuse-investigations-detailed-cps 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. Breaking News! Katt Williams Reveals Shocking Secrets: Sex Scandals, 
Industry Control, Illuminati Connections and More! - American Media Group (amg-
news.com) 

L. Covid/ Ebola/ Swine Flu/ Polio/ Small Pox/ BSE/ Zika/ Sars/ Monkey Pox/ AIDs/ Vax/ 
H1N1/ Graphene Oxide/ Chem trails/ Fluoride, Processed Foods, Human Clones Hoaxes: 

• They knew Ivermectin was the answer to a Corona Virus outbreak. They had done 
the research in advance. Then they kept it from the public in favor of lockdowns, masks, 
and gene therapies. 

• Dr Fraudci EXPOSED: Escorted to appear before Congress by an entourage of US 
Marshal's, by the way. He totally ducked questions about COVID. He admitted he 
approved of "research proposals" WHICH HE NEVER EVEN READ. And all the 
ignorant people out there that touted "Trust The Science" should've listened to Truthers 
like me/us who DID DO THE READING! WE KNEW THERE WAS NO "SCIENCE" 
BEHIND THIS CRAP. I did more reading than most doctors and pharmacists did. Fauci 
EVEN ADMITTED before Congress THAT "THERE WAS NO medically necessary 
REASON for Social Distancing." I'm sure he be humiliated if this truth got out to the 
masses. I'm sure the man responsible for ruining people's lives and businesses, who 
forced silly rules on you which he didn't abide by himself, and who happens to be the 
highest paid Federal employee in the USA, making $400K annually, would be 
completely mortified if you forwarded this message to everyone you knew who would 



give it some gas. 
https://x.com/WallStreetSilv/status/1745430362224812348?t=u33nBFwiG88s3bzHLta9
MA&s=35 

M. Med Beds: 

• MEDBED: UPDATE! | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

N. Biden Crime Family: 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. The Wall Street Journal reports President Biden received money 
from Hunter and James Biden's deal with CEFC China Energy. Specifically, 10% 
for the Big Guy. This raises the question: why are most of the corporate media and the 
politicians in Washington D.C. utterly silent about the President of the United States 
receiving money from a Chinese energy company tasked with spreading China's Belt and 
Road Initiative? Why is everyone pretending like the President of the United States 
wasn't working with Chinese intelligence officials on spreading China's Belt and Road 
Initiative? Shouldn't this be the biggest story in the world? 

• Wed. 10 Jan. Deep State Continues to Protect Hunter Shenanigans: 
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2024/01/on-the-fringe-hunter-
shenanigans-panic-continue-to-expose-themselves-deep-state-protects-hunter-are-efforts-
failing-must-video-3682655.html 

O. Border Crisis: 

• On Wed. 10 Jan. at 10 am Congress began impeachment proceedings against 
Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas to hold him accountable for the crisis 
at the Mexican border. 

• New York High School Shuts Down to shelter illegal migrants: 
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/new-york-high-school-shuts-down-to-shelter-illegal-migrants/ 

• A Texas Sheriff: “The troops that Biden is sending to the border are not there to defend 
it but to speed the processing of the migrants into the country. That is Treason.” 

P. Epstein Saga: 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. Alan Dershowitz confirmed to have engaged in and witness sexual 
abuse of minor. "Epstein forced then-minor Jane Doe #3 to have sexual relations with 
former Harvard Law Professor Alan Dershowitz, a close friend of Epstein’s and well-
known criminal defense attorney." 

• Wed. 10 Jan. Clinton Threatened Publisher over Epstein Story: 
https://watchdogreport.org/bill-clinton-allegedly-threatened-publisher-over-epstein-story/  
https://horizonpost.com/bill-clinton-accused-of-pressuring-vanity-fair-on-epstein-
reporting/ 



• Lawyer Alan Dershowitz, who is on the flight logs, says he’s innocent and blames 
Rothschild. Alan Dershowitz not only was on the flight logs but he was one of the 
lawyers claiming the government could force vaccines into everyone. He says Lynn 
Rothschild was the person who introduced Epstein to everybody. Lynn Rothschild has 
been shown in front of a picture of a demon eating babies. Through, digging for a higher 
definition photo, we discovered that photo was actually photo shopped. 

• Alleged proof of Bill Clinton, Sir Richard Branson (Virgin CEO), and Prince 
Andrew having CHILD SEX TAPES filmed by Epstein himself, has surfaced in an email 
from one of the victims with the latest document release. 

• Politicians Who Received Donations From Jeffrey Epstein 
• 1. Chuck Schumer 
• 2. Bill Clinton  
• 3. George H.W. Bush  
• 4.Bob Dole  
• 5. Eliot Spitzer  
• 6. Bob Packwood 
• 7. Chris Dodd 
• 8. Stacey Plaskett 
• 9. Gwendolyn Beck 
• 10. John Kerry 
• 11. Jeff Bingaman 
• 12. Joe Liberman 
• 13. Tom McMillen 
• 14. Alfonse D'Amato 
• 15. John J. Kelly 
• 16. Rick Lazio 
• 17. Wayne Owens 
• 18. Charles Oberly III 
• 19. Timothy Wirth 
• 20. Daniel Patrick Moynihan 
• 21. Mark Pryor 
• 22. Eugene Watts 

Q. Jan. 6 Saga: 

• Every politician that was present on Jan 6 had a phone. We have every call, ever text, 
every video that was sent that day in a 10 mile radius. We know who Nancy called/text. 
We know who Adam Schiff called/text. We KNOW WHO CALLED BILL BARR.  WE 
KNOW WHO TEXT THEN CALLED MIKE PENCE. WE KNOW WHAT MIKE 
PENCE SAID TO NANCY. Whatever happens, just know that we have it all. If you are 
sitting home pretending this isn't true. You must be complicit. …Ben Fulford 



• On Jan. 6 armed dressed-in-black, including black masks, Antifa members were at 
the US Capitol participating in the riot. They coordinated efforts with John Sullivan and 
were the last to leave the scene. None were arrested. Police did arrest 1,250 Trump 
Supporters. 

• A censored video has re-emerged showing that on Jan. 6 weapons were being handed 
out from inside the Capitol, likely by some of the 200 FBI Agents sent into the crowd by 
the Pelosi/Schiff team who were coordinating the “insurrection.” 

R. Deep State Cabal Illuminati New World Order Agenda 2030: 

• Dutch political commentator, Eva Vlaardingerbroek: “Unelected globalists are using 
the climate scam as a pretext to shut down the global farming industry, leaving people no 
option but to eat insects and lab-grown meat, under the banner of UN Agenda 2030. The 
people behind this want to establish a one world government, a 'New World Order', in 
which they decide what we eat, when we eat, where we travel, when we travel, who we 
meet, and what we are allowed to spend our money on. Basically, control over every 
single aspect of our lives. They don't want us to eat foods that make us strong. They want 
us to eat synthetic meat created by Bill Gates. They want us to eat bugs, they want us to 
drink soy milk, so that we become weak and obedient, and we do as they say." 

S. White Hat Intel: 

• There is a slow burn, full-bore internal coup happening within the ranks of the 
IDF/Mossad. These people are stratospheric in their panic right now. They know the full 
might of a worldwide military alliance has targeted them for elimination. The narrative is 
lost. Control of information is lost. They are being forced to stand and FIGHT. They will 
lose. And they know it. Defections are part of any espionage/spec_ops war. Amazing 
things are happening. 2024 is starting off FAST. …Q 

T. Thurs. 11 Jan. Charlie Ward: Americans have been watching a massive, controlled Military 
Operation which strategically and critically planned and successfully trapped the Washington 
Establishment, made them all confess their crimes and play a role in this operation piece by 
piece. Americans have had to visually see and witness a ‘Continuation of Government’ in the 
form of a “Presidential Administration” where these corrupt and evil people have, and will 
continue to destroy their system from within, spending all of their dirty money doing so until it’s 
time for the Military to visually step in. The timelines all add up and prove the Military 
Operation and Occupancy: 

1.     Snake Poem read by candidate Donald Trump – January 2016  

2.     2016 Presidential Election – November 2016 



3.     President Elect Trump and Putin on Fox News = “ready for ‘reset’… I will work with 
Trump” – November 9, 2016 

4.     Law of War Manual (Military Occupancy and Negotiations etc.) – December 2016 

5.     Military Justice Act (Supreme Court clarifying Military Law is separate than Civil Law; 
heavy emphasis on Military Tribunal terms) – 2016 

6.     Military stands behind CIC Trump (Military Intelligence and JAG head bands; Optics) at 
Inauguration – January 2017  

7.     Saudi Arabia crowns Trump King – May 2017  

8.     Declares Jerusalem Capitol of Israel – December 2017  

9.     Executive Order 13818 – Declares National Emergency to deal with Human Rights Abuse – 
December 2017 

10. CIC Trump walks in front of Queen – July 14, 2018 

11. Putin hands CIC Trump soccer ball (“the ball is in your court”; did not participate in 2022 
World Cup) – July 16, 2018 

12. Executive Order 13848 – September 2018 

13. CIC Trump makes history; walks into North Korea – June 2019   

14. National Quantum Initiative – Executive Order 13885 – August 2019 

15. Space Force established as Military Branch – December 2019 

16. Corona Sars Virus first mentioned to American Public as a Threat from China – February 
2020 

17. Two more National Emergencies Declared – March 13 and 27, 2020 

18. Executive Order 13912 Federalizing 1,000,000 National Guard to Active-Duty Status – 
March 27, 2020 

19. CIC Trump quote on attack worse than Pearl Harbor and 9/11 combined – May 2020 

20. National Guard Troops place fence around Capitol Building (47 US Code 606) – January 
2021 

21. CIC Trump receives full grade Constitutional by Law and Military Grade Inauguration 
ceremony – January 20, 2021 



22. “Joe Biden” breaks 20th Amendment amongst many other violations – January 20, 2021 

23. Aircrafts constantly over and through 33 mile no fly zone radius D.C. – January 2021 to 
present day 

24. “Biden” extends Executive Order 13848 (first time) – September 2021 

25. Quantum.gov launched – September 2021  

26. New York Times reports Military Tribunals coming mid-2023 – December 2021 

27. Army and branches transfer all communications to Space Force under ONE command 
(Biden’s never mentioned the Space Force not once; zero News Articles with his name tied to 
Space Force) – August 2022 

28. Major Optics and Comms in CIC Trump speech – November 15 2022 

29. More News Articles establishing Space Force Command Centers with zero mention of Biden 
– December 2022 

Those few timelines and timestamps do nothing but prove a Military Operation and Occupancy 
along with many more Laws, Codes, Orders, Statutes, Acts, Optics,  

The National Guard has been out of their state militia status and operating as Active-Duty Status 
every day since they were Federalized in March 2020.  

There’s MORE than enough documentation and ‘proof’ to show not only the National Guard, but 
also thousands of World Alliance Aircrafts in and out of the United States and National Guard 
bases. 

There’s United States Coast Guards with United States Navy at their stations. USCG is 
Department of Homeland Security during Peacetime and transferred to the Department of the 
Navy during Wartime. 

The Brunson vs. Adams case simply states the obvious: Congress violated the Constitution. 

U. Thurs. 11 Jan. David Wilcock: 

• "Explosive Times: The Unraveling of the Epstein Nexus and a Looming Global Storm" 
• Coincidences or meticulously connected events? The Epstein saga's unveiling 

coincides with White Hats exposing the sinister truths: gain of function research, virus 
origins, deadly vaccines, and a premeditated pandemic. This exposure is gathering pace, 
set to ensnare compromised Republicans and RINOs linked to CIA Epstein operations. 

• Behind the scenes, whispers echo of impending seismic shifts. Biden's fading influence 
as military commands block his authority, hinting at an imminent exit due to health 
concerns. Simultaneously, a powder keg brews in the Middle East as the Muslim world 



aligns against Israel and the U.S., fueling a looming nuclear standoff with Russia and 
China's backing. 

• Amidst this geopolitical dance, the Cabal's intricate plans to destabilize Israel surface, 
aiming to trigger a world financial shift in support of their dubious global governance 
ambitions. Yet, global leaders—MBS, Musk, Trump, Xi, Modi, Putin—have different 
designs, intending to unveil a gold-backed currency as part of a one-world system. 

• The Deep State's strategies falter, unveiling a looming storm. Military tribunals loom 
as coup d'états unravel covertly. A precarious scenario unfolds as Biden's regime 
potentially exposes Trump's military plans, triggering insurrection laws and raising the 
specter of military presence on U.S. streets. 

• A curious pattern emerges—mass resignations among global leaders. Yet, this is no 
mere coincidence. As the Epstein saga teeters on the edge, it's poised to grip nations 
worldwide by summer, exposing high-ranking officials' intricate ties to Epstein. 

• Behind closed doors, the Deep State military trembles, fearing exposure of their 
worldwide Epstein operations influencing the Senate, Congress, Supreme Court, and 
various government sectors, including military commands. 

• Noteworthy figures fall ill or resign in haste—Lloyd Austin, Diddy—hoping to dodge 
the imminent corruption exposé. 

• The impending bombshell? Epstein, forced by White Hat military ops, will spill secrets 
in 2024. MSM even hints at his disclosures exposing elite involvement. 

• Prepare yourselves. The storm looms. The truth is nearing its crescendo. 

V. Fellow Patriots, Join in the Fight for Our Freedoms and Help Save the Children: 

Donations Badly Needed 

The Cabal wanted to make Lahaina Maui into a SMART city, so they burned it to the ground. 
Right now there were 800 displaced homeowner victims of the Lahaina DEW Attack Fires who 
could use your help. Be careful where you donate. The Cabal likes to use disasters they created 
to steal your money. The Kingdom of Akua Foundation’s Malama Lahaina Website is the only 

site dedicated to and run by the Hawaiian Native Peoples:  

Malama Lahaina - Pūpūkahi i Holomua  Donations (malamalahaina.org) 

• See the movie about Child Sex Trafficking “Sound of Freedom”: 
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2023/10/sound-of-freedom-and-the-faces-of-evil-
2495274.html 

• Donate to Operation Underground Railroad – They’re Saving The Children End Child 
Trafficking | Operation Underground Railroad (ourrescue.org) https://ourrescue.org/give-
now 

W.  Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS Update Thurs. 11 Jan: 

  Dear Faithful Friends and Family, 



 
   This morning while being shackled in chains, leg irons, and handcuffs to be transported to the 
court, I just knew a miracle was possible.  I could feel it, but I was also willing to accept the 
coming miracle in His way and His perfect timing, not mine. 
   
   Well, no surprise, the opposition came out in full force and were determined to have us fail in 
having their sham grand jury indictment thrown out.  They came on strong, trying to knock down 
our points one by one in a very (unintelligible) way.  When the hearing battle was over, I first 
thought, "How did they pull that off?"  Anyone in the courtroom would probably say, "The judge 
sure didn't seem very fair."   
 
   After the dust settled it did not take me long to realize that though it did not result in the Grand 
Jury Indictment case being dismissed, a couple of small, but critically important, divinely 
orchestrated moments did happen and the miracle we prayed to happen today is still in play and 
possible.  
 
   Details will be shared as soon as possible.   
   
   Thanks for the kind messages, postcards, and especially the prayers said for Barbara and me.  
They are working. I was filled with strength and power today and for the first time I actually felt 
confident in the courtroom.   
    
   Court is not a fun battlefield, especially for someone who is handcuffed and chained and 
working without bar attorney courtroom experience.   
 
   Raland Brunson and I noticed the same interesting thing today, "They really don't like you, 
Ken."  
 
   Though being hated by them is not my goal, it told Raland and I that we must be doing 
something right. It was a good day. 
   
Believe in miracles.  Keep praying. 
Ken (and Barbara safely hidden) 
 

NOTE: Ken really appreciates receiving encouraging letters. A white, pre-stamped postcard 
with your name and complete return address hand-written is the only correspondence accepted at 
the jail.   

Paul Cromar #567164 

Davis County Jail P.O. Box 130 Farmington, UT 84025-0130 

Donations for commissary and other needs can be made at:    
https://www.miraclesingodwetrust.com/contact/ (You will receive items as listed at this site for 
the contribution you make.) 



Venmo to @Talmage-Cromar OR mail to:  Talmage Cromar 130 W 5300 S Washington Terrace, 
UT 84405 

X. Khazarian Ashkenazi Jews Satanic Cabal: 

Query: Why did Argentinian President Javier Milei choose, as his first visit abroad, to 
come to the Chabad HQ building in NYC?  

What We Know: 

* The Chabad HQ in Brooklyn, NY USA, seems to contain a system of illegal subterranean 
passages and ceremonial chambers, beneath the building. The passages have been reported to 
contain twin-sized mattresses, children’s toys, clothing articles, and food. 

* The passages lead to what appears to be an abandoned Mikveh (ritual bathhouse). 

* One of Milei’s first orders of business as president-elect in November, was to visit the grave of 
the sect’s revered late-leader Rabbi Menachem Schneerson. 

* A Mikveh-bath is used to immediately purify oneself after experiencing “keri”, or ejaculation. 
According to the Torah, bathing in a Mikveh is required before being allowed to eat a “terumah”, 
or a “Korban” (slaughtered sacrificial offering). 

• Harold Rosenthal wrote this short document, The Hidden Tyranny (44 pages) in 
1976. He was a assassinated by Mossad shortly thereafter. Rosenthal exposes how the 
Khazarian / Ashkenazi Jews (those that say they are Jews but are not and lie) using the 
vast resources of the Rothschild’s banking empire cornered almost total control of all 
movie, news, media, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY educational publication houses. 
Through this monopoly, the SOS has been able to mold and shape scientism, history, 
culture, and place themselves as “the chosen people.” The great satanic deception is 
revealed. Lucifer’s foot soldiers are revealed. 

• Wed. 10 Jan. What the Media Refuses to Tell You About the Secret Jewish Tunnels 
Discovered in NYC (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Orthodox Jews used migrant labor for secret tunnel. Even when digging secret 
tunnels, they won’t do manual labor. They’re claiming that nobody else noticed these 
illegals living and working in the building, other than the “extremist teens.” 
https://nypost.com/2024/01/11/news/orthodox-jewish-students-used-migrant-labor-for-
secret-tunnel/ 

• The Jewish Communist Satanic Cabal have plans to bring forth their New World Order 
agenda, UN Agenda 21, and UN Agenda 2030. The ATF, FBI, CIA, NSA, DEA, DOD, 
DHS, DOJ, NATO, FEMA (and often State Police in Blue states) are all Globalist 
Terrorist Organizations, they are not agencies/organizations protecting us from foreign & 
domestic enemies or following the US Constitution & Bill of Rights, but rather THEY 
ARE THE ENEMY, THEY ARE THE CRIMINALS, THEY ARE THE TERRORISTS, 



THEY ARE THE ONES COMMITTING THE FALSE FLAG "HOAX" EVENTS. The 
Democrats, RINOs, & NeoCons are ALL GLOBALISTS. They are using the WEF, UN, 
EU, & other organizations to turn the Free Range Slaves into 15 minute city & FEMA 
Prison Camp Slaves. 

Y. The Truth about the Talmud: A Documented Exposé of Jewish Supremacist Hate 
Literature. An article on Talmudic legalism and censorship by Michael A. Hoffman II, originally 
published in the year 2000 as a piece on Hoffman's personal site. A precursor to his more 
voluminous and exhaustive work 'Judaism Discovered' (an encyclopedia of Talmudic literature 
and information on the Halakha, or Judaic religious law). 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/2YOyggWePtdo/ FULL TEXT: 
https://aaargh.vho.org/fran/livres7/Talmud.pdf 

Other Library Books by Michael A. Hoffman II https://z-
library.se/author/Michael%20A.%20Hoffman%20II 
THE KALERGI PLAN [2017] - MATTHEW NORTH 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/y2RrkiDgFVPU/ 
THE MYTH OF AUTHORITY - AMANDA ROSE 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/xGIHac7GvY2K/ 
WE ARE NOT THE GOVERNMENT - CAREY WEDLER 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/wWO8HvxzneVn/ 
THE PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION [1903] 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/by1qH8USRQ1D/ 
THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/SBYy4BCWhgP9/ 
AGENDA 2: MASTERS OF DECEIT [2016] - CURTIS BOWERS 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/0vRxb3eCxFAJ/ 
GLOBALISM: THE DESTRUCTION OF AMERICA & EUROPE [2023] - DAVID 
DUKE 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/0DsEhIvw1oZF/ 
GLOBALIST ELITE NWO COMMUNIST TAKEOVER OF THE USA [1958 & 1974] - 
ROBERT W. WELCH JR. 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/JKqExcuf01ah/ 
JEWISH GLOBALIST COMMUNIST SATANIC CABAL [2000] - WILLIAM 
LUTHER PIERCE III 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/hiC4r0fTFU4o/ 
RARE 1967 RECORDING: ROTHSCHILD DYNASTY AND THE THREE WORLD 
WARS - MYRON FAGAN 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Qrh3oSo7yN9u/ 
DAVID GOLDBERG'S FINAL WORDS ON NWO ZIONISM BEFORE HE WAS 
ASSASSINATED [2019] - DAVID GOLDBERG 



https://www.bitchute.com/video/18jwLgk8PJDd/ 
THE HIDDEN TYRANNY (THE ROSENTHAL DOCUMENT) [1976] - HAROLD 
WALLACE ROSENTHAL 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/XClmyNOpLbCQ/ 
ADOLF HITLER WARNED HUMANITY BUT WE DIDN'T LISTEN!!! 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/a9JBjvxL2MWp/ 
ADOLF HITLER: THE MAN WHO FOUGHT AGAINST THE NEW WORLD 
ORDER TAKEOVER 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/QmKcLF4GGv5l/ 
ADOLF HITLER VS. THE JEW WORLD ORDER - ERIC DUBAY 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lslBj2u4v3Uw/ 
ADOLF HITLER: THE GREATEST STORY NEVER TOLD! [2013] - DENNIS WISE 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3ThOVk0CQAqD/ 
NEW WORLD ORDER: COMMUNISM BY THE BACK DOOR [2014] - DENNIS 
WISE 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rHVljnZ61Vtc/ 
THE SECRET MASONIC VICTORY OF WW2 [2019] - DENNIS WISE 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/U14b2LI5aXEi/ 
HITLER'S WAR?: WHAT THE HISTORIANS NEGLECT TO MENTION [2009] 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/rTaNbHRPy8u9/ 
ADOLF HITLER: A LAST APPEAL TO REASON [2017] - THE IMPARTIAL TRUTH 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/B2JaGq96PK4i/ 
EUROPA: THE LAST BATTLE [2017] - TOBIAS BRATT 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Ytd5eIL05T24/ 
6,000,000 LIES 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Jka8GggwBHl1/ 
“SIX MILLION JEWS” (1915-1938) - TRANS22 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/V11Dpsgbhe41/ 
GENERAL GEORGE S. PATTON: WE DEFEATED THE WRONG ENEMY - PETER 
HAMMOND 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KxjhoufjlKTg/ 
HITLER VS. ROTHSCHILD [2022] 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CGc77J3AqSSE/ 
"I TESTIFY AGAINST THE JEWS" - ROBERT EDWARD EDMONDSON [1985] 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/869e9in1PSHM/ 

Z. The Fall Of The Cabal, or the End Of The World As We Know It, plus Sequel to The 
Fall of the Cabal!: Crime, Murder, Money Laundering, Cartels, High Treason – all of which 
exists right under your nose, Janet Ossebaard and Cyntha Koeter https://t.me/Fall_of_the_Cabal  



Take a dive into a Rabbit Hole. This is not a conspiracy theory, but merely facts compiled over 
the course of the last 20 + years condensed into a three hour segment consisting of ten parts. Set 
your cognitive dissonance aside and open your mind to what has been hidden from you for the 
last century. If you are new to this type of research, be warned: It’s not for the faint of heart. It 
deals with corruption, crimes, Satanic activities of the Elite, and people who we elect to run our 
World. In the end, you will be enlightened! 

Part 1 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9298 

Part 2 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9299 

Part 3 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9300 

Part 4 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9301 

Part 5 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9302 

Part 6 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9303 

Part 7 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9304 

Part 8 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9305 

Part 9 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9306 

Part 10 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9307 

Part 11 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9308 

Part 12 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9309 

Part 13 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9310 

Part 14 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9311 

Part 15 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9312 

Part 16 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9313 

Part 17 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/9314 

Part 18 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/12556 

Part 19 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/15234 

Part 20 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/17095  

Part 21 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/20685  



Part 22 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/21868 

Part 23 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/22660 

Part 24 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/24382 

Part 25 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/25478 

Part 26 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/26545 

Part 27 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/29843 

Part 28 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/29845 

ZZ. Must Watch Videos: 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. Situation Update: WTPN SITUATION UPDATE 1/11/24 (rumble.com) 
• Wed. 10 Jan. Situation Update: Judy Byington: PROJECT ODIN + Military GESARA 

= EBS: Formula That Will Change the Course of History Forever! Special Intel Report 
1/10/24 (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Wed. 10 Jan. Situation Update: Situation Update - Multiple Black Swan Events 
Expected: CA Earthquake, Tsunami & Financial Armageddon! Faith Over Fear! Fani 
Willis/Prosecutor Boyfriend/Biden Scandal! NY Rabbi Riots & Trafficking Tunnels! - 
WTPN | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

• Thurs. 11 Jan. NESARA/GESARA, SGAnon: SG Anon: Nesara/Gesara, SHTF and 
Shock Event INCOMING - It's Time to be READY! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's 
News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 
ZZZ. Judy Note on Satanists in Your Neighborhood: Since 1990 I have been doing 
investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the request of brave SRA Survivor-
victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture and murder crimes of Satanic 
leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists implanted in law offices, local 
police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney General Offices in my state and 
others and then the carnage went on to the internationally organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult 
that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 
the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 
certificates, or identification. 



ZZZZ. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 
multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Judy Note: “Twenty Two Faces” was out of print and thus the demand for used copies were 
very costly on Amazon and other book websites.  

When I first obtained the interest for publication of the book from New York Literary Agents 
and editors of big publishing companies such as Penguin Putnam, the basis of the book – the 
Satanic Ritual Abuse of children and the CIA Mind Control Program – led to turn downs for 
publication from owners of big publishing companies. We all know the reason for that. 

Then a year or so after publication, my publisher Tate Publishing went out of business – which I 
believe had something to do with Jenny and I’s appearance on the Dr. Phil Show. That was a 
whole other story having to do with the Hollywood crowd. 

When the White Hats get these evil followers and practitioners of Satanic worship under arrest I 
believe we will be free to publish a second edition. In the meantime look for a “Twenty Two 
Faces” Website to come up on the new Starlink Satellite System.  

ZZZZZ. Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice 
- YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 
Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 
to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 
Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 
being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 
world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

ZZZZZZ. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all 
about the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 
traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 
Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 



next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

ZZZZZZZ. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates 
and articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 
rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 
Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 
with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 
you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF THURSDAY 11 
JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-
bin/forum.cgi?read=234908  Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 11, 2024 | Operation 
Disclosure Official 
 
(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF WEDNESDAY 
10 JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION)    
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=234850   Restored Republic via a GCR 
as of January 10, 2024 | Operation Disclosure Official 
 
(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF TUESDAY 9 
JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION)   https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-
bin/forum.cgi?read=234818   Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 9, 2024 | Operation 
Disclosure Official 



 
Judy Byington: The Storm Is Here, Elite Arrests Imminent, Intel Agencies Initiate Cyber 
Blackouts, Global Martial Law? Special Intel Report 1/8/24 (Video) | Alternative | Before It's 
News (beforeitsnews.com)   (NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: 
UPDATE AS OF MONDAY 8 JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) 
(rumormillnews.com) 

(NEED TO KNOW) SPECIAL: RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF 
SUNDAY 7 JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) (rumormillnews.com)  
Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 7, 2024 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Situation Update: The Deep Rig! US Supreme Court To Decide On 2020 Stolen Election Fraud! 
SCOTUS Ruling Would Allow US Military To Remove Biden Regime! Soros Funds Ballot 
Lawsuits! Obama... | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)    

Judy Byington: 1/10 The World is Going Asset-Backed Globally.NESARA/GESARA is 
HERE.Rescuing Children OP, Black Swan Event INCOMING.Special Intel Report 1/7/24 
(Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)    

New Judy Byington 2024 Update "We Can Not Wait for The EBS" | Prophecy | Before It's News 
(beforeitsnews.com)  

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF SATURDAY 6 
JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-
bin/forum.cgi?read=234692  Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 6, 2024 | Operation 
Disclosure Official 
 
(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF FRIDAY 5 
JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-
bin/forum.cgi?read=234635  Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 5, 2024 | Operation 
Disclosure Official 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF 
THURSDAY 4 JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) 
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=234589 Restored Republic via a GCR 
as of January 4, 2024 | Operation Disclosure Official 


